Andreas Nordbø
3D Game Design
Noroff Stavanger 2016
Game Design – Module 1 (GAD01)

Final Product:
Link to fly through:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eqtbncJ7ZYA

My blog:
Blogpost for this project:
http://andreasgamedesign.com/game-design-module-1-gad01/

My blog:
http://andreasgamedesign.com/

Gameplay Document:
(Found on a separate document)

Intro:
For this weekly assignment module our focus was to design a prototype for a small simple game
using the Unreal Engine 4. There were certain requirements like make sure the game fits into a
certain genre, use a certain game template (like first person, third person, top down and so on),
make a concept document, blocking the level using basic shapes and BSP, make the game functional
using objectives (pick up x number of items, solve puzzles, beat the timer etc.) This assignment
should introduce us to the process of documenting gameplay and mechanics before implementing it
into visual scripting. Another part of this module was to create a HUD based on the gameplay type,
win/lose screen with option to restart, make a fly through and in the end present the assignment to
the class.

Time schedule:
Academic Week 4:
Tuesday (09.13.2016):
Getting introduced to the project in classroom – 4 hours

Wednesday (09.14.2016):
Start by setting up the blog and time schedule – 30 minutes

Do some of the daily tasks and watch course videos – 1 hour

Start planning/research – 1 hour and 30 minutes

Thursday (09.15.2016):
Start blocking out the level – 4 hours

Friday (09.16.2016):
Work on blueprint for pickup items and hud – 2 hours

Make a timer blueprint/hud – 2 hours

Academic Week 5:
Tuesday (09.20.2016):
Classroom lecture – 4 hours

Wednesday (09.21.2016):
Setup win, lose(restart), results and main menus – 3 hours

Thursday (09.22.2016):
Finalize stuff, make a flythrough and work on presentation – 4 hours

Friday (09.23.2016):
Finalize finished product – 1 hour and 30 minutes

Document describing gameplay, mechanics, user interface, and level layout – 1 hour and 30 minutes

Gather final files and write report – 1 hours

Tuesday (09.06.2016):
Getting introduced to the project in classroom – 3 hours

Wednesday (09.07.2016):
Start by setting up the blog and time schedule – 30 minutes
Start planning/research – 1 hour and 30 minutes
Come up with 10 rough game ideas – 30 minutes

Thursday (09.08.2016):
Write the 1-sheets – 4 hours

Friday (09.09.2016):
Gather final files and write report – 3 hours

Report:
I started this weekly assignment by deciding which gameplay alternative I wanted to work
from. I decided to go with “Player picks up 20 of 20 golden coins to win and as an extra
challenge I added a 4 minutes timer that you have to pass in order to beat the game.
Just like I did with the Real-Time Environment Module 1, I also made a top-down concept in
Adobe Illustrator to get a basic idea and sense of scale and feel of the level.
When I felt comfortable about the fundaments I then started blocking out my level in UE4
using basic shapes like cylinders, I decided to not use any textures since this was not needed.
I used the Third Person Game Template for this project. However, I used a golden material
for my golden coins in order to make them stand out, I also added a light underneath them. I
used a white color for the obstacles and a gray color to the ground to indicate where you can
go. If player touches the ground it means game over. When picking up the rings I added a
simple “coin pickup” sound using Blueprints. I used Blueprint to add basic rotation to some
of the obstacles in the level for extra difficulty, this was also added to the golden rings.
In order to make my level flexible I added multiple paths to complete it. For instance you
could go to the top of the “hill” at the end and then go back to the start and get the coins
there before winning the game. When designing the level I kept focus on rewarding harder
jumps with golden rings in-between to keep the player motivated and give him a sense of
achievement. The player can also see the “end” of the level all the way from the start, which
was inspired by the game Journey by Thatgamecompany and gives the player a goal to reach
and a sense of scale.
After feedback from the teacher I added a double jump with a 3 seconds cooldown, I later on
revolved my level around this so sometimes the player has to stop and wait for the double
jump to be ready since some jumps are too high for single jump. A lot of the game design
went into fine-tuning the difficulty of the level.
When the level was set in stone I dived into Blueprints, the visual scripting language of
Unreal Engine 4. I had basic knowledge with programming so this went pretty smooth for
me, I did use tutorials online in order to solve some of the problems I faced though. The first
thing I did in Blueprint was to just remove the golden rings, add a sound and print a string for
debugging. Then I made a HUD using the Widget Blueprint and found some artwork online
from the indie game Awesomenauts for my double jump countdown and 4-minute level
timer that I added to my HUD. I made some horizontal boxes that I added text into for the

20/20 golden rings, 3 second double jump countdown and the level timer. I added a binding
for these textboxes that linked it to the “TotalCoins”, “TimeLef” and “TimeUntilDoubleJump”
variables stored in the player character.
In the end I added a simple Game Over, Victory and Main Menu, using Widget Blueprint
under User Interface in UE4 that I made functional Using Blueprints. Then I packed my game
into an executable for delivery.

Summary and self-evaluation:
In this module assignment I got to use my experience with programming and convert it into
visual scripting. I went for the extra challenge points on this assignment to become more
familiar with Unreal Engine 4. I combined two of the gameplay alternatives, added a sound
effect when picking up the golden rings, and a simple Main Menu. I am looking forward to
adding more advanced Blueprints and even AI to a level design. It will be fun to continue
using UE4 in further projects. If I were to go back and change something about my level it
would have to be the difficulty and jumps, I’m not 100% happy about the difficulty, it feels a
bit too hard at the moment. I could have added a pause menu and an exit game button, but
decided not to.

Software used:
Adobe Photoshop
Unreal Engine 4
Adobe Illustrator
Microsoft Office Word

